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Lund Hjemmesider Created an Online ROI Calculator for the Fraction of 

the Cost and Time of Custom Coding

The Challenge 

Lund Hjemmesider is an up-and-coming Danish company 

that offers consultancy and support for web solutions and 

hosting services for businesses and individuals alike. 

Asbjørn Lund is the CEO 

and founder of Lund 

Hjemmesider, and he has 

substantial experience in 

web development. For this 

particular project, he needed 

to develop an online 

calculator for a real estate 

community. The tool was 

built in Excel. When the 

users enter the details of the 

property they are interested 

in, like its price, financing, 

and expenses, the calculator can give the expected rate of 

return and help them make better decisions.  

However, their client did not want to share this tool with 

their users as an Excel file would make it challenging to 

ensure that everyone is accessing the latest version of it, 

and it also would not look professional. After searching for 

some options to help them with this challenging task, Lund 

Hjemmesider came across SpreadsheetWeb. 

 

The Solution 

Asbjørn looked into their alternatives between custom 

coding the tool or using a NoCode platform. They have 

received multiple quotes from web developers for coding 

this application from the bottom up in PHP. 

The template for this return of investment calculator was 

already created in Excel. The user interface of the 

calculator was fairly simple, but the calculation logic could 

prove challenging to build. In a project of this size, hiring 

developers and building this application from scratch would 

mean costs too high to make 

this endeavor worth it. 

Based on his research, 

Asbjørn thought that 

SpreadsheetWeb was 

prominent in this niche space, 

yet easy to customize. They 

couldn’t find any other similar 

solutions that provided 

support for all requirements 

of this project. He continues 

to explain why he thinks 

SpreadsheetWeb was the 

perfect fit: “SpreadsheetWeb was everything I was looking 

for – a platform built upon Excel spreadsheets, with easy 

to use interface and excellent customer support – the 

integration possibilities fit my requirements, and the set up 

was easy “. 

 

The Results 

Asbjørn admits that this project most likely would not have 

been feasible to do, if it was not for SpreadsheetWeb. The 

web interface was built quickly with SpreadsheetWeb’s 

Designer, and the underlying Excel workbook is powering 

the calculation logic. Coding this calculation logic in any 

coding language would most likely take months of 

development time.  
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SpreadsheetWEB checked all the boxes and transformed 

Lund Hjemmesider’s calculator into a responsive web page, 

and is now hosted on SpreadsheetWeb’s servers. 

The tool became online in the span of a couple weeks. The 

initial costs of the project turned out to be the fraction of the 

costs it would have incurred if custom coded. Asbjørn 

summarizes their experience working SpreadsheetWeb: 

“The corporation with the team behind ran very smoothly 

and they were very helpful and kind. They helped 

implementing changes where we couldn’t find out 

ourselves “. 
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